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This paper will discuss the various methods used for emplacement and
design considerations that must be taken into account when the emplacement
and stemming method is selected. The step-by-step field procedure will not
be discussed in this paper.

The task of emplacing and stemming the nuclear explosive is common to
all Plowshare experiments today. All present-day applications of a nuclear
explosive for Plowshare experiments require that the detonation take place
some distance below the surface of the ground. This is normally done by
lowering the explosive into an emplacement hole to a desired depth and then
backfilling the hole with a suitable stemming material. At first glance it
seems like a very straightforward, simple task to perform. It would appear
to be a task that could become a standard procedure for all experiments; how-
ever,, this is not the case. In actuality, the emplacement and stemming of a
nuclear explosive must almost be a custom design. It varies with the applica-
tion of the experiment, i.e., cratering or underground engineering. It also
varies with the condition of the hole, the available equipment to do the job, the
actual purpose of the stemming, possible postshot reentry, hydrology, geology,
and future production. A very important item that must always be considered
is the protection of the firing and signal cables during the downhole and stem-
ming operation. Each of these things must be considered; ignoring any one of
them could jeopardize one of the objectives of the experiment or perhaps even
the experiment itself.

It should be emphasized that for a multiple-shot program such as would
be used to develop a gas field where the geology, depths of burial etc. are the
same, the emplacement and stemming operation would be standardized, as
would all other parts of the program. However, for individual experiments in
totally different areas, complete standardization of the emplacement and stem-
ming is impossible.

First, the methods of lowering the explosive into the hole for cratering
experiments will be discussed. One method uses flatwire rope pendants and
a crane. These pendants can be made up in various lengths up to 80 ft as the
situation demands. They are equipped with eyes and clevises which are con-
nected with a pin. The emplacement is accomplished by adding pendants one
at a time and lowering them into the hole with a crane. The downhole load is
supported by a strongback while a new pendant is added. The downhole signal
and instrument cables are fastened to the flatwire rope as it is lowered into the
hole. This method of emplacement was used on Cabriolet and Buggy, two
recent cratering shots at the Nevada Test Site.

Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commis-
sion.
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Another method also using flatwire rope involves winding a continuous
length on a special winch. The explosive is connected to the end and the flat-
wire rope is slowly spooled off the winch into the hole. This method is lim-
ited both in weight and depth, depending upon the capacity of the winch.
Normally, explosives can be placed by this method to depths of 1600 ft, de-
pending upon the weight of the downhole package. This method of emplace-
ment is particularly adaptable to cratering shots in dry formations where
there is not the problem of reentry to consider, or is stemming particularly
difficult.

In the event that an explosive must be placed below the water table, both
emplacement and stemming become more difficult. A cratering shot now
under consideration has a configuration with the shot point approximately
500 ft below the water table. In order to stem a hole like this, there must be
access to the bottom of the hole with grout tubing. The design of stemming
for cratering shots covered later will make the reason for this apparent. To
provide an access to the bottom of the hole with tubing without jeopardizing
the cables, the flatwire rope has been replaced with small-diameter casing as
the supporting member for the explosive canister. The casing is slotted in
intervals, which will allow tubing to be run down the inside of the casing and
permit the grout plugs to be pumped at any desired location. This method has
a distinct advantage in giving full protection to the cables no matter how many
times tubing is run in and out of the hole.

So far, underground engineering experiments have differed from crater-
ing experiments in that they have been conducted in remote locations where
the drill rig is the only large equipment readily available. Therefore, em-
placement upon tubing, casing or drill pipe is generally the approach that has
been considered. It is sometimes possible to effect considerable economic
savings in the postshot reentry by emplacing the explosive on casing of suf-
ficient size to allow reentry through the casing, rather than having to drill a
new hole costing tens or hundreds of thousands of dollars. This is a case
where the cost of a new hole, depth of the explosive, rapidity of reentry, and
perhaps high-pressure gas problems must be considered when an economic
decision is made. Salmon, Sterling and Gasbuggy were emplaced by this
method. In all three projects, the emplacement casing was used for reentry
or clean-out of the hole in the postshot activities.

Another method of emplacement was recently used by Los Alamos Sci-
entific Laboratory in the emplacement of the Rulison explosive. In this case,
a lightweight package was emplaced to about 8400 ft on its firing cable in a dry
hole cased to total depth. The firing cable was encased in a wire rope very
similar to the electric logging lines used in the drilling industry. The em-
placement went very rapidly, and this appears to be a very desirable way of
emplacing explosives to great depths when hole conditions, stemming require-
ments and reentry methods will permit.

Now a few words about stemming design. Stemming serves different
purposes, depending upon the type of experiment. As with the method of em-
placement, the design is also dependent upon hole conditions, cable protection,
geologic environment and possible reentry. For cratering experiments where
the hole is normally greater than 4 ft in diameter, the stemming must prevent
premature release of high-pressure radioactive gases. It is also desirable
that the stemming in the vicinity of the explosive approximate the character-
istics of the surrounding media to prevent at early times abnormal cavity
shapes. Code calculations assume that early cavity shapes are roughly
spherical in shape. Matters would be unduly complicated by having a situation
in which the stemming material was highly compressible compared to the
surrounding media, which would cause an irregular cavity growth. Therefore,
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an attempt is made to approximate the natural media directly above and below
the explosive.

Stemming for cratering experiments usually consists of placing concrete
or grout plugs with sand and gravel layers between them. Three plugs are
normally used — one directly above the explosive, another about mid-point in
the hole, and the third one at the top. The length of plugs varies depending
upon depth of burial, washout or gage of the hole and other considerations.
Placing the plugs in a dry hole is reasonably easy and can be done by several
methods. Cratering experiments to date have not been very deep, and the
task has been accomplished by placing concrete through a tremie pipe, or
sand-cement grout through tubing. If the hole is large enough, the cables can
be visibly observed as the pipe or tubing is run into the hole so that there is
no contact between the cables and the pipe, which could damage the cables.
However, when the explosive is placed below the water table, this method is
no longer acceptable because of the risk of damaging cables. For that situa-
tion, the previously described method of using slotted casing for the emplace-
ment string would be used, allowing grout tubing to be run inside the casing to
the desired depth.

Stemming plans for deeply buried underground engineering applications
are more complicated. The stemming must not only prevent the release of
radioactive materials or radioactive contamination of the atmosphere, but
must also prevent the resulting chimney from being flooded. Most applica-
tions for underground engineering require a dry, rubble-filled cavity as an
end result whether it be for gas production, gas storage, oil retorting, copper
leaching or most of the other foreseeable applications. It is not uncommon
for the explosive depth to be below one or more aquifers; therefore, the em-
placement hole must be sufficiently sealed to prevent postshot flooding through
the emplacement hole itself. Because of the ease of emplacement at great
depths, grout or cement plugs are normally used for this purpose. To clarify
terminology at this point, cement plugs are normally some standard oil-well
cementing mix; grout is the same mix with fine sand added. Dry sand or
small gravel is often used where possible because of the ease of emplacement
and economics. However, small-diameter wet holes make sand or other gran-
ular stemming unattractive because of the possibility of the material bridging.
Stemming plans for deeply buried underground shots must be compatible with
the method of emplacement and postshot reentry plans. We believe it prudent
to stem an experiment in a gas-bearing formation with grout to a point outside
the maximum expected fracture radius. The remainder of the stemming could
be granular material or grout, depending on hole conditions, geology, and
reentry plans.

A few of the other considerations affecting stemming design are:
whether the hole is cased or uncased, whether the hole is dry or wet, the
diameter of the hole, and location of subsurface instrument packages.

Schemes are presently under consideration which will permit rapid
sampling or production from an underground cavity without resorting to a
major drilling effort. In one method, shown in Fig. 1, the annulus between
emplacement casing and the hole wall would be stemmed as usual. The bore
of the emplacement casing, however, would be stemmed only from the explo-
sive to a point just below the minimum predicted chimney height. A series of
valves or rupture disks would be installed in the emplacement casing above
the maximum predicted chimney height. The stemming would shield the
valves or disks from the initial blast and after collapse of the chimney, they
would only be subjected to the formation pressure. The valves could then be
opened from the surface electrically, or the rupture disks could be broken by
pressurizing the emplacement casing from the surface. Since the casing
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would be expected to break or part in the chimney region, direct communica-
tion with the chimney would be established. Fluid stemming such as drilling
mud, which could easily be removed, could optionally be used to stem the
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Fig. 1. Method of emplacement and stemming for rapid postshot reentry.

emplacement casing bore above or between the valves. Of course, a high-
pressure well-head assembly would be installed preshot on the surface to
guarantee containment.

Another method of simplifying the postshot drilling operation would be to
put a highly drillable aluminum or aluminum alloy casing in the lower part of
the emplacement string. In the past, when a nuclear chimney has been re-
entered, the casing has been found collapsed or bent or partially offset just
before it reached the chimney, which complicated the drilling. This highly
drillable aluminum portion of the string could very quickly be milled up, sav-
ing considerable time in the reentry operation. The cost of drilling a new
hole to the chimney postshot must be balanced against the cost of installing
the rapid reentry system, plus any additional cost that might be required for
the safety program because of the system.
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A few of the considerations which come to mind that tend to make each
case unique are: Is the hole deviation sufficient to cause the cables to be
abraded upon the walls of the hole, and if so, what steps must be taken to pro-
tect the cables? Will the heat of hydration from the grout or cement plugs
exceed the temperature limitations of the signal cables? Are the fluid
pressures in a wet hole, or the temperatures in a very deep hole sufficient to
damage signal cables? In a winter operation, will the low temperatures re-
quire preheating of the cables to maintain their flexibility, and will the use of
special steels and metallurgic practices be required to prevent temperature
embrittlement?

One must also consider the stemming load of the granular material on
the emplacement string as the granular stemming begins to consolidate.
Firing and signal cables running down the emplacement hole are quite suscep-
tible to damage from this loading. Cable abrasion when granular stemming is
dropped down the hole must be considered. To what extent does the condition
of the hole or the experiment warrant the establishment of alternate emer-
gency procedures? For example, assume that a very lightweight aluminum
casing at the bottom of the string is being used, and the explosive canister
gets stuck. Should a screwed connection inside the aluminum casing at the
top of the explosive canister be included to permit attachment of a strong steel
drill pipe for recovery, if necessary?

These are but a few of the special considerations that must be taken in-
to account along with the standard problems of loads, working stresses,
safety factors, and safety codes. It should be emphasized in closing that there
are no standard procedures available, and that each experiment must be de-
signed after considering the many variables associated with it to give the
maximum in safety, reliability, flexibility and economic savings.
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